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1.

INTRODUCTION

is marked by a scruple for compliance with the
epistemology
cornerstone
of Bayesian
is the
One
axioms.
epistemology
probability
doctrine of personalism,
the view according to which an agent's beliefs
a logical probability
are not the mechanical
result of conditionalizing
over her total history of observational
cornerstone
Another
experience.
of Bayesian
is
the
that
since
is true,
teaching
epistemology
personalism
must
to
to
be
issued
rational
procure their
agents
injunctions
epistemic
are charac
so
that
their
beliefs
with
the
axioms,
compliance
probability

Bayesian

that are coherent in the technical sense
terized by real-valued
degrees
same
of being governed
the
constraints
that rightly rule measures
by
of objective
brandish Dutch Book theor
chance. As a result Bayesians
as the only true path to new beliefs
in
ems, tout conditionalization
as
new
to
Reflection
and
endorse
the
of
evidence,
response
principle
the price of personal epistemic
integrity.
In this paper, we argue that the epistemic
levies which Bayesians
on human
exact in return for bestowing
the benison
of rationality
are extortionate.
believers
to pose a systematic challenge
We propose
to Re
to Bayesian
to conditionalization
from Dutch Book
principles,
on
We
will
show
that
the
issue
of
conditionalization.
flection,
focusing
is by no means
the only rational method
of updating
conditionalization
at all). The reasons we will delineate
belief (if it is a rational method
in favor of this view will cast doubt on both Dutch Book arguments
and Reflection. We will show that an agent might and sometimes ought
or Reflect or
to be counted rational even if he does not conditionalize
avow Dutch Book. These principles, we will demonstrate,
discount too
that is rational as unworthy. We will cry "Justice!" and proclaim
than this,
that rationality need not come as dear as they insist. More
we shall argue that Bayesian
as an
even
cannot
be
construed
principles

much

inmany cases applicable
idealization of human rationality;
these principles disallow what is rational.
condition,
We begin first by investigating
and spelling out what

?
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the epistemic
of
establish
the conclusions
imperatives which constitute
Dutch
Book
of the premises
arguments. We will argue that many
required are highly suspect from an intuitive point of view. We will
to efforts to justify updating by conditionaliz
then turn our attention
it affords the clearest
ation. We
focus on conditionalization
because
re
on belief: how the Bayesian
spectacle of the Bayesian
perspective
is made most manifest
in how the Bayesian
gards the human believer
to change belief in light of new evidence. We
constrains
the believer
to justify conditionalization
will argue that the attempts
fail and con
clude that the view of human rationality which is implicit in the Bayesian
cluster of principles
is simply mistaken.

2.

STATIC

DUTCH

BOOK

ARGUMENTS

AND

CONDITIONAL

BETS

to its bare essentials,
Reduced
the Dutch Book
for static
argument
beliefs
that measure
calculus - leaving
up to the classical probability
and the like aside such niceties as strict coherence,
conglomerability,
goes as follows: If your degrees of belief do not satisfy the axioms of
the probability
calculus, you can have a Dutch Book made against you,
to which you will lose no matter what happens.
according
In view of the fact that this claim is sometimes
referred to as "The
we
to it than
Dutch Book Theorem",
may suspect that there is more
a matter of bare assertion. On the other hand, the premises
required
are rarely spelled out
to derive the practical
import of the conclusion
in full.
In the first place, as has been pointed out by Kyburg
(1978), Chihara
and Kennedy
and
Baillie
Schick
(1979),
(1973),
(1986), and no doubt
a
to
not
is
have
book
made
others, the "agent"
against him unless
going
a set of wagers according
to which he loses no matter what
not
if he
But that he should
accept such a set of wagers,
happens.
a
no
matter
matter
not
to
what happens,
is
of deduc
would prefer
lose
to do with what degrees of belief he may
tive logic, and has nothing
have, if any. That I am bound to lose a dollar if I bet on heads at odds
he accepts

of two dollars to one, and also on tails at odds of two dollars to one,
or not
to do with my degrees of belief, nor with whether
has nothing
of the
the coin in question
is fair. It is simply a deductive
consequence
either heads and no tails
fact that in every world we regard as possible,
or tails and no heads represents
the result of the coin toss. One need
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not invoke the probability
calculus in order to enjoin a rational agent
from committing
himself to a sure loss of what he values!
So what is the supposition
involved here? One supposition
that would
make sense of the Dutch Book Principle
is that a rational agent would
at odds
to take either side of a bet on any proposition
be willing
to
if
his
of
belief.
That
his
of
is
belief
is,
degree
degree
corresponding
are
on
at
1
to
to
the
bet
odds
he
would
offer
the
p,
p
p
proposition,
and odds of 1 p to p against it. // this were true, then it would follow
that the degrees of belief of the agent in related propositions
would
have to satisfy the constraints
the
calculus.
imposed by
probability
But this is surely not true. There are classical worries about people
who love to gamble, and will pay a premium for the privilege of taking
a risk, and about people who are upset by uncertainty,
and will pay a
one
not
to
to
We
leave
side
here.
those
Consider
premium
gamble.
a
and
who
cold-blooded
rational
neither
suffers
man,
only
perfectly
nor
from
All
he
excitement
is
concerned
about
is
gets
anxiety
betting.
this individual, however, will refuse to make bets at
odds determined
by his degrees of belief (if any).
The reason is that there is some lapse of time between
the time that
a bet is placed and the time that it is settled. Suppose
that the agent
to
has a degree of belief equal to p in the statement S. He is willing
bet at odds of p: 1 p on S, and at odds of 1 p: p against S, according
to the principle
in question. But to make both bets for unit stakes is
or not S is
to tie up one unit of utility until it is determined
whether
true. During
that interval the rational man will want a return on his
committed
him for the
capital; he will expect a return to compensate
use of the money
to whom
involved. Thus the cold-blooded
agent,
the money.1

Even

gambling is neither attractive nor repulsive, will still want compensation
for the use of his capital. This is so, even if we idealistically minimize
the period for which his capital is tied up. This translates directly, on
the assumption
of the usual relation between
of belief and
degrees
into
the
that
the
of
belief
of
the rational
odds,
requirement
degrees
must
in
to
and
5
?\S
add
less
than
1.0.
agent
up
Is this just a small matter of idealization?
In celestial mechanics,
after
we
are
masses.
two
senses
But
that
the
of
all,
suppose
planets
point
are involved:
idealization
In
the
and
normative.
former
descriptive
sense, we could easily forgive the fact that the degrees of the rational
on the
agent should add up to less than 1.0, how much less depending
sense
date of the settlement
the sense
of the bet. But in the latter
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- this
that we take to be of concern in epistemology
fact is important.
one
sure
Should
that one's actual bets do not lead one to
merely make
a sure loss (for which deductive
or should
logic is perfectly
sufficient),
one be concerned
about hypothetical
bets?
to derive
What
is required
Book Principle
is a much
the Dutch
and Aumann
stronger premise
(1963))
(correctly noted by Anscombe
to post odds on the set of
namely that the agent must be compelled
to take all bets offered at these
at issue, and compelled
propositions
- under which
odds. Under
these circumstances
the agent is not allowed
a fair return on his capital - it is indeed true that the agent must post
- i.e. a set of
to some coherent
set of probabilities
odds corresponding
calculus.
satisfying the axioms of the probability
probabilities
to degrees of belief. No matter
But again we have lost the connection
what the degrees of belief (if any) of the rational agent, no matter what
to offer on any particular bet, it is a matter
odds he would be willing
of insurance against the worst case that he should post odds that corre
spond to probabilities
satisfying the classical calculus.
Insurance against the worst case? That suggests that there are other
It is true that if the
cases, and that requires another doubtful premise.
to post odds, and is compelled
to take any bet at
agent is compelled
those odds, the only way he can protect himself against the possibility
to a coherent
set of
of certain loss is by posting odds that correspond
to the worry
But this corresponds
that there is a very
probabilities.
smart better out there, trying to take advantage of him, whose utilities
in important ways exactly to the utilities of the agent.
correspond
should we suppose
that the world
is thus uncooperative?
Just
Why
because
it is possible
that a book should be made
against the agent
does not mean
if it is
that a book will be made against the agent. And
no
no
that
need for him to
book is made against him, there is
possible
to go through
lose under all circumstances.
For the modal
argument
to
must
the conclusion
that the agent
post coherent odds, we
leading
a
need
non-trivial
existential
that
The weaker
conclusion,
assumption.
if the agent posts incoherent odds, it is possible
that he could have a
book made against him, is hard to distinguish
from the
pragmatically
assertion
that on any finite set of bets - at whatever
odds
the agent
could lose (unless he is the lucky bookie).
Now
it may be that it is a principle
that if you are
of rationality
to take
to post odds on a set of statements,
and compelled
compelled
all bets

at those odds

(presumably

in units of your utilities),
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only rational to be so suspicious of the world that you should not allow
the possibility
of being taken advantage
of by an evil and intelligent
not
better. We ourselves
it seems
do
find this completely
persuasive:
to smack more of paranoia
than rationality.
Be that as it may,
there is still the question of why the odds posted
should reflect the agent's degrees of belief. Why
should it not be the
case that the agent has a set of degrees of belief, and at the same time
to a different
set of degrees? At the
posts odds that would correspond
one
most
that
these odds represent
level,
may simply say
superficial
what degrees of belief are.
A somewhat deeper answer is that an agent's expectation,
calculated
in terms of his degrees
of belief, would
be negative.
This requires
since it (again) depends on facts about the world. Suppose
unpacking,
on tails. I accept it. I
I am offered
exactly one bet, at even money,
have a degree of belief of 0.4 that I will win, of 0.6 that I will lose. I
am certainly not assured of loss. Let us suppose that I am offered, and
am compelled
to accept, a large finite number of bets concerning
the
a sequence of tosses of this coin
toss of this coin, or concerning
that I suppose to be characterized
in the same way. In any finite set of
bets at even money on heads and even money on tails, only three things
can happen,
regardless of my degrees of belief: I will come out ahead;
I will come out behind; or I will break even. All three remain possibili
ties. Given
that the odds I post satisfy the constraints
imposed by the
I can be sure that there is no possibility
calculus, however,
probability
that I will be made
to take a set of bets under which
I will lose no
matter what happens. This does not mean that I will not lose; only that
I will not be Dutch booked.
that there are rational degrees of belief. Suppose
that we
Suppose
have a meter
that measures
the actual degree of belief of an agent in
a proposition
S.2 Suppose also that the agent, a full convert to Dutch
to post odds. Then
is
it will be the case that the
Book,
compelled
next

odds posted

outlined
by the agent under the circumstances
satisfy the
or
case
not
it
but
be
the
that
the
rational
calculus,
may
may
probability
to
will
also
of
the
conform
the
calcu
agent
degrees of belief
probability
lus.

reason

is that Dutch
Book
considerations
bear only on the
of the coherence
of the odds posted, but they have no direct
on
the
rectitude of belief. What
is required to constrain belief
bearing
is something over and above Dutch Book consideration.
The following
The

rectitude
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comes to mind as a principle
to do the
of the sort needed
principle
consonance
must
in
with
believe
proper job: agents
to) the
(according
falls so far short of plausiblity
odds that they post. But this principle
as

to verge

on

nonsense.

is confused with the following more plausible
foregoing principle
must
post odds in accord with their beliefs so far as
principle: Agents
result because
possible. But this principle does not yield the Bayesian
in the Dutch Book argument
itself applies to belief: belief has
nothing
come what may - only betting badly
to do with losing money
nothing
does. So ifDutch Book arguments do not apply to belief, then invoking
the more plausible principle does not help; it is irrelevant.
in the case
there is the question of what rationality dictates
Finally,
an
to
to
who
of
is constrained
agent
post odds,
comply with Dutch
to take all bets at the odds posted, and to believe
in accordance
Book,
are
that rationality ordains nothing
with the posted odds. We
persuaded
in this unfortunate
constraints)
agent's case. He
(beyond deductive
The

must

Even among the alternatives
be guided by the light of prudence.
of rationally accept
there are a multitude
permitted by the constraints
an agent might post odds on heads on a
able ones.
(For example,
between
45:55 and 55:45, and believe
given toss of a coin anywhere
accordingly.)
There is an argument for the identity of degrees of belief and propen
that the only way to
sities to bet. It is the behavioristic
argument
measure
is by means
the agent's degrees of belief (rational or otherwise)
him to post. But this argument
is
of the odds that we have compelled
as
as
not a compelling
is
the
It
argument.
general
only
persuasive
for constrained
for behaviorism.
argument
Nay, worse,
not be as revealing as unconstrained
behavior.
We have so far left to one side another assumption

behavior

may

of the Dutch
some
is the assump
This
for
subtle
argument, except
parentheses.
are
not arrive
belief.
One
does
tion that there
of
certainly
"degrees"
a
at the idea that one's degree of belief in 5 ismeasured
real number
by
in the closed
interval [0,1] by introspection.
My
feeling about rain
at any rate, does not correspond
to any real number. Of
tomorrow,
course I can be compelled
to post odds
just as I can be compelled
on rain - to name a price that I would either pay for a ticket that would
sell a ticket for that
pay a dollar in the event of rain, or that I would

Book

I would

redeem

for a dollar

in the event

of rain. But

this concerns
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not the character of my psychological
states. If
impact of compulsion,
I merely
I do not find a real number.
introspect,
interval? Savage
What
else might one find? An
(1967) rightly ob
as hard)
served that it is at least twice as hard (actually exponentially
as
to
to determine
it is
determine
real-number
the bounds of intervals
In a given situation,
it is
degrees of belief. But this is a red herring.
certainly easier to specify odds against S that the agent will not accept,
and odds against ?iS that the agent will not accept, than it is to find a
to accept either side of
set of odds such that the agent will be willing
a bet at those odds. (As indicated earlier, an agent who takes the value
of his money over time seriously will deny that there is any such set of

odds!)
So it is really quite easy to limit the range of odds that are acceptable.
of rational belief, seem to be not so implausible
Intervals, as measures
all.

after

Let us suppose that there is a set of intervals characterizing
the belief
in each of a set of propositions.
We might get at them by the mild
behavioristic method
of determining
acceptable odds, or by some other
method. We may ask what the relation is between
this set of intervals
to
and the odds that the agent might be compelled
post for all betters.
to the effect that the intervals
In particular,
is there any argument
the rational agent's degrees of belief must allow a set of
characterizing
to
odds
Is it the
be posted that conform to them? Put more precisely:
case that there must be a belief function from statements
to real num
and the constraints
bers that satisfies both the calculus of probability
an
We
intervals of
know of no such
agent?
imposed by the belief
must
to a belief
The
odds
argument.
compulsorily
posted
correspond
function that satisfies the calculus of probability. As already observed,
to do with degrees of
that is a deductive
constraint
that has nothing
belief.

That this belief function also satisfies the interval constraints
state seems desirable,
the agent's doxastic
reflecting
intuitively, but it
is not at all clear that there is a persuasive
that this must be
argument
the

case.

In point of fact, it is the case for epistemological
(Kyburg
probability
that for any finite field of propositions
there exists a belief
(1974))
function satisfying
the axioms of probability
whose values fall in the
intervals. This is a nice feature of that sys
epistemological
probability
tem: it says that you need not depart from rationality
in order
of being Dutch booked.
yourself against the possibility
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one might want to forgo the insurance.
If nobody
is
Nevertheless,
out to get you, you do not have to look in all the dark corners. What
to take
of not looking in all the dark corners? Why,
is the advantage
of what happens
almost all the time. Suppose
that your
advantage
interval of degrees of belief in S is [0.3, 0.4], but almost nobody bets
for bets
against S. Then you might publicly offer odds of even money
on S, since you can be practically
certain that you will have to cover
to the number of bets you will get
very few bets against S compared
on

S.

To sum up so far: The Dutch Book Principle presupposes
that there
are (real-valued)
degrees of belief; that the agent should have degrees
to the odds that he iswilling to post on various
of belief that correspond
to taking all bets at these odds on
that he is committed
propositions;
an
active conspiracy on the part of his
these propositions;
that there is
takers to take advantage of him; and that rationality consists in guarding
against this possibility.
This is a lot to swallow, but many highly respectable
philosophers
a set of consequences
of these
have managed
it. There
is, however,
the consequences
that still needs to be spelled out
namely,
principles
or "called off" bets.
"conditional"
concerning

2.1 Conditional

Bets

the
conditional
bet on S given T, at odds of r:p is a bet in which
r units if S and T are both
better agrees to receive from the bookie
true, to pay the bookie p units if -iS and T are both true, and to call
to be false. Assuming
that the Dutch
the whole bet off if T happens
must
in
Book Principle
and
addition
that
the
agent
post odds
applies,
on conditional
bets as well as straight bets, it can be shown (first by
the odds) of a
Frank Ramsey
(1931)) that the probability
(determining

A

statement
conditional
(S given 7) must be the ratio of the probability
of S and T to the probability
of T. That is, if my conditional
degree of
consonant
in S given T is to determine
with my
odds
belief
betting
must
the
classical
of
in
T
in
then
it
belief
S
and
and
S,
satisfy
degrees
condition,

^AZ)
P(5|D =
P(T)
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bet must bear the
In other words,
the odds you offer on a conditional
on
a
on
to
the conjunction
bet
the odds you offer
relation
appropriate
on
also
and
the condition
of the subject of the bet and its condition,
alone.

Of

course,

apply. This

all

is hardly

point in time.
Conditional

the

previous

surprising,

assumptions,

since we

provisos,

and

are talking of bets

caveats

at a given

are essentially
just part of the static
an
at
instant
of time. And
is done
of betting. Everything
repertoire
as
can
to
bear
odds that conform
just
epistemological
straight bets
so also may (per
and also to a coherent belief function,
probability,
to both epistemological
bets conform
force) the odds on conditional
a
function.
and
coherent belief
probability
This is mildly
but not nearly as interesting as the claim
interesting,
bets,

so construed,

that to be coherent
(rational) you should adjust your betting odds in
accordance with the principle of conditionalization
applied over time as
more
us
new
Let
look
information.
you get
closely at this dynamic
claim.

that at time t you have a set of real-valued
Suppose,
hypothetically,
a
that satisfies the probability
calculus.
beliefs in bunch of propositions
That
that you are capable of posting odds on a field of
is, suppose
to degrees of belief
in such a way that the odds correspond
propositions
that satisfy the probability
calculus. A new piece of evidence E is
t and t + At. This leads you to change your distribu
established between
in the algebra.
tion of beliefs among propositions
Assuming:
in the algebra,
that E is among the elements
that to call E "evidence"
entails that in our new state we
1 to E: P(E) = 1
assign probability
that at t 4- At, our new beliefs should also be coherent,

1.
2.
3.

It turns out
of belief?
the new distribution
we can assume nothing at all! For
of beliefs to 5 and to S a T at t are
example,
to
0.30 and 0.15, respectively. We now pass to t + At, and shift P(T)
= 1.0. But our
1. Our new distribution
of belief must
assign P(T)
It could be
to S remains totally undetermined.
of belief
assignment

what

can we

assume

about

that without

further assumptions,
suppose our assignment

0.75.

To require that the new value of P(S) be 0.5, i.e., to require that
the new value of P(S) be equal to the old value of P(S\T),
requires
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the invocation of a new principle baptised by Isaac Levi (1978) "the
and "dynamic conditionaliz
Principle of Temporal Conditionalization",
ation" by Brian Skyrms (1987). Paul Teller (1973) was the first to point
out in print3 that these principles needed a justification other than that
for static conditionalization:
that is, that something
provided by Ramsey
in making
conditional
bets at a given point in
different was involved
on
to new betting odds, conditional
ourselves
time, and in committing
an
interval of time.
the acquisition
of new evidence during
We shall consider the new arguments
for dynamic conditionalization
any change
shortly, but to begin with let us ask the question whether
in belief between one
comes to be assigned
of conditionalization.
The answer here is
our initial
H is p(H),

time and another, during which certain evidence
as the result
1, cannot be construed

probability

of
clearly "yes". Suppose our initial probability
and our
for the evidence E is p(E),
probability
initial probability
for H a E is p(H a E). Clearly,
after observing only
to be different from the
of H, p'(H)
E, we can take the new probability
for the difference
ratio of p(E a H)lp(E).
One valid way of accounting
and p(H a E)/p(E)
is to suppose our original assess
between p'{H)
on reflection we
ment
of p(H a E) and of p(E) was reconsidered:
decided
that these values should have been (before observing E) p"(H)
=
and p"{H a E), where of course p'\H a E)lp"(E)
This re
p'(H).
we
even
more
cannot
mark is made
fact that
poignant by the obvious
a
at
to
all statements
the drop of
hat; it
assign coherent probabilities
some

requires

be prepared

reflection,

to have made

some

computation,

a mistake.

We must

and

even

be able

then

we

must

to back up and

reconsider.

Suppose we consider a hypothesis H, and some evidence E. In many
cases - especially
and evidence
those involving statistical hypotheses
we can be quite confident of p(E\H),
the likelihood of H. The "prior"
this is notoriously
subject to waffling
probability of H is another matter;
=
we can make
and inconstancy. But sincep(H\E)
p(H)p(E\H)/p(E)

p(H\E) vary from 0 top(E\H)lp(E)
ity we assign to H.
the likelihood
Furthermore,
ify in a convincingly
plausible

p(h\e)
have

just by varying the prior probabil

is notoriously
difficult to spec
p(E\~iH)
way. By varying this, too, we can make

--p^mm
\p{H)p(E\H) +p(-nH)p(E\^H)]

any value we want

between

0 and 1.
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The upshot of these considerations
is, first, that unless we begin with
a definite coherent
of
it is difficult to know
assignment
probabilities,
of the evidence was purely
whether
the updating after the observation
to
is intended
due to the evidence
(in which case conditionalization
on
or
to
enter
further
reflection
the
also
of
belief
due
degrees
apply)
of E. Second, certain
tained prior to the observation
H
and
the
of
likelihood p(E\-iH)
prior probability
to
hard
determine.
But
lacking constraints
notoriously
are
no
on
constraints
the conditional
there
bilities,
can
E.
the
We
that
observation
always maintain
given

(the
probabilities
are
for example)
on these proba

of H
probability
conditionalization
is obeyed by taking the relation between
the later probability
and the
earlier one to be telling us something
about these hard to specify prior
and likelihoods.
probabilities
DYNAMIC

3.

CONDITIONALIZATION

(1973) offers a Dutch Book argument which he claims supports
As pointed
out in the previous
conditionalization.
section,
dynamic
on
showed
that
the
odds
conditional
bets must be
Ramsey
posted
derived from static conditional
That is, at any moment
probabilities.
of time t0 the agent's betting odds must satisfy the relationship
Teller

P0(S\T)

=

Po(SaT)/P0(T),

over the agent's beliefs at time t0 that satisfies
where P0 is a distribution
is to show that
the probability
calculus. The intent of Teller's argument
the agent's new, updated distribution
of beliefs must be the result of
conditionalization.
That is, if at time tu E is the only piece of new
evidence accepted by the agent, then the agent's new betting odds must
satisfy

P1(S)

=

P0(S\E),

over the agent's beliefs.4
Px is a new distribution
is
it
clear
that
all
of
the
of the static Dutch
First,
presuppositions
Book Principle presented
in the previous
section also apply here, i.e.,
real-valued beliefs,
identification
of degrees of belief with posted odds,
to
take
all
and
fear of others
bets,
willingness
taking advantage
their attendant
difficulties.
But, even if we grant these
along with

where

it can be shown that Teller's
for conditionali
argument
assumptions,
zation as the rule of updating one's beliefs
is not generally
applicable
(Teller does not claim that it is), and even in those special cases where
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static
apply it does not seem to offer much more than Ramsey's
seems
to
of
in favor
conditional
that is, it
be
argument
probabilities,
more an argument for posting a certain set of static odds rather than a
these
dynamic argument for a particular rule of update. To substantiate
in more detail.
claims let us examine Teller's Dutch Book construction
There is an agent who has a belief function P0 at time t0. The belief
function is assumed to be a real valued function defined over some set
to be committed
to taking
of propositions,
and the agent is assumed
it does

all bets at odds determined
by this function. That is, for any
to buy or sell
A in the domain of P0, the agent is willing
returns 1 ifA and returns 0 otherwise
the
for
price P0(A).
Another
stipulation, which will turn out to be crucial,
is a set of events,
exclusive
{Ei}iGI, that are a mutually

proposition
a bet which
is that there

and jointly
set of propositions
in full detail all of the alterna
exhaustive
specifying
the agent might undergo between
the time
tive courses of experience
to and the time tx.
In the case that the agent knows at time t0what his belief function
Pf* will be at time tx if Et turns out to be true, and this new belief
is not the conditionalization
of his old belief function,
function
i.e.,
a bookie can buy and sell a set of bets (though not
Pf?(A) + P0(A\E?),
all at the same time) from our willing agent which will result in a net
loss to the agent whatever
happens. That is, the agent will be vulnerable
to a dynamic Dutch Book.
to knowing
In addition
all of the agent's
must
the
bookie
know
about
the agent's
also
something
betting odds,
new belief function Pfi. In particular,
the bookie must know if Pf' is
less than or greater than PQ(A\E?).
Let us assume some particulars.
Fix the particular E? for which
the

and drop the superscript,
i.e. identify
agent's Pf1' is not conditionalizing,
Let
with
A
the
of
the
domain
the
Pi
Pf'.
agent's original
(in
proposition
belief function P0) be such that Pl(A) + P0(A\E?),
and let P^A) <

Po(A\Ei).
a Dutch Book
these particulars
is constructed
=
=
x
Let
and y
PY{A)
P0(A\E?)
Po{A\Et)
time t0 the bookie sells the agent the bets

With
manner:
At

(a)

(b)

=

=

fl

ifA a Ei

_0

otherwise.

x

if ~i Ei

.0

otherwise.

in the following
(>0).

~
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=

for the maximum

_0

otherwise

price he will pay. This price

is:

=
P0(A a Ed + xP0(-\ Ed + yPo(Ei) P0(A ?;)
| + yP0(Ei).
bet on A; there is no
(a) and (b) together comprise a conditional
or
out
to
turns
turns
be false and it
into a bet on A if E?
loss if E?
gain
turns out to be true. The additional bet (c) insures that the agent will
lose if the conditional
bet is called off, i.e., if Et is false the agent has
a net loss of yP0 (?"/).
If Ei is true the agent now has an unconditional
bet on A. At this
ever
back
bet
time the bookie buys
from the
this
agent at a
willing
a bet from the agent which pays 1
lower price. That is, he purchases

Bets

ifA, 0 otherwise. Assuming
that the agent determines
his price for this
new
bet from his
belief function Px, the bookie can repurchase
the bet
at the price P\{A) = PHA\E?)
to do all of
y. If the agent is willing
this he will be left with a net loss of yP0(A\Ei)
(positive) whatever
If originally Pi(A) > Pi(A\E?)
then the
happens; he has been Dutched.
bookie
follows the same procedure
except he buys instead of selling
and sells instead of buying.
After finding out that E? is true the agent is left with a bet on A, he
has paid out a total of Po(A\E?) + yP0{E?), and has won a total of y
to sell his bet on A at the lower price
(from bet (c)). If he chooses
new
his
will take the certain loss ofyPo(A\E?).
determined
he
odds,
by
1 ifA turns
If he holds his bet then he still has the prospect of winning
out to be true. In this case his winnings will total 1 + y, a net gain.
the agent want to take the certain loss over the possibility
Why would
of a net gain? A simple, and perfectly
rational, reason is to buy himself
out of a bad situation. The agent may well choose to minimize
his new
expected loss by taking a smaller certain loss now.
But does this mean
that in acting rationally the non-conditionalizing
can
A closer look at this betting scenario reveals
No.
be Dutched?
agent
that a logical agent would not be willing
to enter into such a betting
in advance.
It will be demonstrated
that, again, it is a matter
agreement
of deductive
the agent from
that prevents
logic, not degrees of belief,
being Dutched.
some details of Teller's
To see this, let us examine
construction.
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of events

{E?}i(E/ which

and only one of the E?

One

Al Although
what about the original proposition
Teller does not
events in this
it is clear that A cannot be one of the possible
specify,
A = Ej, j + i
time interval. Say it was, then there are two possibilities,
=
If A =
oxA
Ei (where E? is the event for which Pf?(A) * P0(A\Ei)).
for bet (a) and bets (b) and
Ej then the agent will not pay any money
=
since E?
(c) will be zero payoff bets (in this case P\{A)
Pfi(Ej)=0
No money will be won or lost. If A = E? then
and Ej are exclusive).
bets (a) and (b) will be unit bets for and against A, and bet (c) will be
=
a zero payoff bet (in this case P\{A) = Pf(A)
1). In both cases no

Now

Dutch will occur.
in
So we are left with the case that A ? {E?}. We have a situation
which at time t0 the agent knows that A cannot occur until one of the
the
{E?} occurs. The argument can now be construed as one concerning
odds initially to be posted on A a E?, irrespective of the agent's initial
It is a deductive

degrees of belief.
odds satisfy

P,{A)

=

PfiA)

=

constraint

that the agent's

posted

=
P0(A a Ed + Po(Ei) P0(A\Ei).

this may only mean
that the odds posted on A a E? cannot corre
to
construction
initial
doxastic state. That is, Teller's
the
spond
agent's
does not force the agent to update by conditionalization
any more than
it forces the agent to post certain static odds.
In summary, the construction
only applies to a very special situation,
to avoid being
in which
the agent can use his deductive
abilities
Dutched.
But

4.

JUSTIFYING

CONDITIONALIZATION

for con
also a qualitative
argument
(1973) seeks to provide
ditionalization
changes of belief.
deriving from conditions on reasonable
as the
He characterizes
the problem
of justifying conditionalization
con
the claim that under certain well-specified
problem of supporting
on
some
ditions, only changes of belief described by conditionalization
true (for example,
which an agent has come to believe
by
proposition
Teller
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are reasonable changes of belief; that no change
of observation)
on some proposition
of belief that is not described by conditionalization
one. Teller's
is a reasonable
takes the following form. First,
argument
he shows that the conditionalization
criterion, which he calls 'Cond{E)\
to which change of belief takes place by
the requirement
according
on proposition
conditionalization
E, more exactly

means

Cond(E)

=

=
Po(A\E)]9
df0 < Po(E) < 1 a (A)[PM)

P0 is the agent's old belief function and Pi is his new, updated
belief function,
is equivalent
about
(given certain strong assumptions
to C(E), where
the structure of the body of belief)

where

=
=
C(E)
df0 < Po(E) < 1 a PX{E) 1 a(A)(B)
=
Po(A) Po(B)),
[if ((A h?)A(5h?)A
=
thenPi(A)
Pi(B)]
is used to mean
'logically
for
the sake of argument.5
equivalence
in E changes
the agent's belief
from
and
for
furthermore,
any two
unity,
which logically implies E, if A and B
in which V

implies'. Let us grant Teller this
Now C(E)
is the constraint
that
zero
to
than
greater
something
A
and
each
of
B,
propositions,
are believed
to the same degree

by the agent before E is learned, then they must
same degree upon learning E. Now Teller defines
as follows:
of belief

Teller

P

to the
change

A

if and only if
change of belief is reasonable
new
are
or
the
beliefs
reasonable,
(a)
new
are
not reasonable,
both
and
but the
the
old
beliefs
(b)
new beliefs would have been reasonable
if (i) the old
beliefs had been reasonable
and (ii) both before
and
after the change the agent has a high reasonable
degree
of belief that his old degrees of belief were reasonable.

(Dl)

way.

be believed
'reasonable

to argue
then proceeds
he asserts a principle

First,

for conditionalization
P.

in the following

Let E be any proposition
such that
(a) The agent's initial degrees of belief are reasonable.
(b) Initially the agent is unsure of the truth of E.
(c) The agent comes to know that E is true.
(d) After
coming to know that E is true, any reasons
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or jus
in fact make reasonable
agent might have which
are
in
either directly given by
other beliefs
tify changes
or included in his new knowledge
that E is true; or such
reasons indirectly rest on his new knowledge
that E is
true.6

Then

A

for any two propositions

and B,

such that

(e) A and B each logically implyE
(f) The
the

it is also

the case

agent's

initial degree

of belief

in A

and

in B are

same,

that

in A
of belief
(g) The agent's new degrees
reasonable
only if after coming to know
to be the same.
they continue

and in B are
that E is true

hold
is true, and if conditions
(a)-(d)
the new beliefs are all reasonable
only if
if and only if Cond(E).
that C(E)
So by
of
belief
is
reasonable
reasonable,
change
So if principle P is true, and if
only if the new beliefs are reasonable.
is
hold of a proposition
conditions
E, then change of belief
(a)-(d)
on
E.
if
conditionalization
it
is
described
reasonable
by
only
The argument
is a valid one. So Teller's
justification of conditionali
claims that P is
zation goes by way of justifying principle P. Teller
critical
and
of
and
scrutiny in its own right.
worthy
plausible
interesting,
to defend it by example. But he never claims
he proposes
Furthermore,
claim that it is false in some relevant cases, and
that it is true. We
to justify
it is needed
that it does not even apply to cases where
to show that this is so by turning the
We propose
conditionalization.
Teller
then claims that if
true of a proposition,
then
we
Now
have
granted
C(E).
(Dl), if the initial beliefs are

P

very example Teller offers up in its favor against principle P.
we suggest that there is a simple case of an agent
First, however,
who violates P but who is nevertheless
rational, from an intuitive point
an agent whose
of belief
include the
of view. Consider
assignments
following:
Scan
Swede
Nor
Stat

= 1
is Scandinavian)
P(Peterson
=
0.2
is a Swede)
P(Peterson
= 0.8
is a Norwegian)
P(Peterson
are Swedes)
P(80% of all Scandinavians

= 0.2
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is Scandinavian,
believes
is, initially the agent knows that Peterson
and that it
that he is Swedish,
it likely that he is Norwegian,
unlikely
are Swedes. Let us also assume
is unlikely that 80% of all Scandinavians
are
that Swedes and Norwegians
the only kinds of Scandinavians,
they
are mutually
and furthermore
the agent knows this.
exclusive,

That

Let
A = Swede a Stat
B = Nor a Stat
E = Stat.
Say the agent initially holds an equal degree of belief in the two as
sertions A and B; for example, we could have
= 0.1
a Stat) = P(Swede)P(Stat\Swede)
P(Swede
=
=
0.1,
P(Nor a Stat)
P(Nor)P(Stat\Nor)
since we
0.125.
0.200,

to be 0.500, and P(Stat\Nor)
to be
could take P(Stat\Swede)
also yield P(Stat) =
these assignments
Given our assumptions,
as required.

learning that E is in fact true (i.e., that 80% of all Scandinavi
Upon
ans are Swedes)
to the simpler
each of A and B becomes
equivalent
is a Norwegian,
is a Swede and that Peterson
assertions
that Peterson
In light of this new statistical
it seems quite
information
respectively.
that the agent may wish to believe A to the degree 0.8 and
plausible
B to the degree 0.2. Clearly both A and B imply E; hence this situation
is a violation of principle P. But there is nothing clearly objectionable
about the beliefs of our agent.
of a single individual
The Bayesian might argue that the nationality
on
a
or that the
so
not
should
have
much impact
statistical hypothesis,
never
seem
These
be "accepted".
weak
statistical hypothesis
should
to the
In any event we will turn aside from this argument
responses.
earlier: we will turn Teller's own example against
argument promised
P.
is as follows: Suppose
that two men are going to
Teller's
example
race and a given agent has equal degrees of belief in two propositions,
A and B; A reports that the first man wins, and B reports that the
second man wins. The agent cannot be certain of E, the proposition
that one of the two men wins, because
that the race
he recognizes
might be called
learns no more

off or might result in a tie. Now the agent learns, and
than, that E is the case: that the race is successfully
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and does not result in a tie. "Under these conditions",
claims
completed
"it would be absurd for him now to shift his beliefs so that he
Teller,
is rather more confident
in A than in B or in B than A."
so
we
claim. For suppose that our agent is acquainted
Not
absurd,
men
with the two racing
in question. He knows that the first man, V
let us call him, is a self-absorbed,
over-confident
sort; and that the
second man,
'ft' for short, needs very badly for personal reasons to win
in order to save his dying daughter's
this very race (say, for instance,
a
and b have comparable
track records and
life). Our agent knows that
for the
physical abilities, and that they have trained equally rigorously
race in question.
our agent is inclined to disregard
the
Furthermore,
states of rivals as a poor and unreliable
indicator of
psychological
outcomes because his evidence
in connection with the weight of psycho
as reasonable.
Fur
logical factors is mixed. He regards his assessment
it is reasonable.
So our agent is exceedingly
confident of his
thermore,
belief that the race, if run, would result in a tie. He believes propositions
A and B to the same degree, namely zero (or, if you prefer,
let him
to degree 0.0017;
be confident
in A and B equally
the argument
is
in either case). Each of A and B logically implies E,
equally effective
the proposition
that some man wins the race; whether our agent believes
each
either one of A and B has no bearing at all on the question whether
of
of A and B logically implies E
they do the implying independently
our agent has any confidence
whether
in either one of them.
that it
Now the agent learns that the race is successfully
completed,
has taken place and has resulted in a victory for one of the participants
in question;
and that is all that the agent learns. Now our agent pursues
train of thought:
the following
Let me

I have is all that is
that all the evidence
suppose
relevant to the outcome
of the race (that is, that the race
did not result in a victory simply because of something unex
for instance that one of the participants was struck
pected,
a
of
heart attack in mid-race).
fatal
by
My prior assessment
inmy possession
indicated that the race should
a
as much. But it did
in
have resulted
tie; and I believed
at issue,
not. Hence my prior assessment
of the probabilities
to be
then and continues
though it was not unreasonable
if
And
reasonable
now, must have been slightly mistaken.
I'm right that I am in possession
of all the facts relevant to
the evidence
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is mistaken
the outcome
of the race, then my assessment
to
I failed to give proper apportionment
of weight
because
Imust have been mistaken
all the evidence
inmy possession.
to discount
states of the participants. As I
the psychological
to
additional motivations
recall, participant b had overriding
a
race
not.
must
win the
have
did
This
which participant
of the race than I had
largely in the outcome
figured more
I hereby change my mind
previously
thought itwould. Hence
the weight of psychological
factors of participants
concerning
B to be more
I will regard proposition
in races. Henceforth,
true
A.
than proposition
likely
is not only lacking in absurdity,
The foregoing, we suggest,
but it is
also eminently
If we are right about this, then it is both
reasonable.
the case that Teller's
principle P is false and that conditionalization
no
means
evidence
is
the only reasonable way to change belief.
upon
by
It could be claimed that P did not apply: that the agent employed or
arrived at a new piece of data after having learned E, which datum
does not logically rest, directly or indirectly, on the new observation
E, as P ordains. Now to resurrect P as the truth in this case, one needs
to show that there is a way of describing
the case from a philosophical
to which P is not contravened.
This redescrip
point of view according
tion involves claiming that what the agent comes to learn is not merely
E, but also the datum cited by the agent in arriving at the conclusion he
that old evidence,
does, namely, the datum, call it 'V, which mandates
in
the
be
reassessed
and
rehabilitated
for
already
agent's possession
means
of
conditionalization.
of
old
evidence
V, then,
purposes
By
comes
to be treated as "new" evidence
and becomes
grist for the
case is to show
mill. The hard part of the Bayesian's
conditionalizer's
that to invoke V is really to employ new evidence.
By all reasonable
not
at
V
is
kind
of
all.
The
is E\
evidence
observation
standards,
any
E is the evidence. And
it is clear that the agent never "learned" V at
all along as part of his
all; he may have had "reassessment"
principles
It is just that learning E in this
system" or "software".
"operating
situation prompted
him to invoke V at the point he did. The Bayesian
needs strong argument
to establish
that V really is evidence
of some
kind or other. In the absence of such an argument
the judgment must
be that a defense
by way of which

of this stripe conflates
evidence
is evaluated:

evidence

with

the Bayesian

the mechanisms
who

says that P
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applies in the way we have outlined confuses evidence with the import
it look as if evidence cannot be identified until
of evidence. This makes
a change of belief
is effected. And
it makes
it look like the same
can
for different
observation
constitute
different
"evidence"
agents
a very unsavory
and counterintuitive
result by all standards. Hence,
the rebuttal fails.
stands: P does not apply
But if the rebuttal fails, then the objection
to our case in which an agent fails to update by means of conditionali
zation and must nevertheless
be judged rational. But if this is right, a
a justification
P
not
defense of
does
constitute
of conditionalization,
even if P is true.
What
do we learn from the foregoing
example of the "reflective"
to respond to evidence by changing one's
agent? That it is reasonable
views concerning
the impact of previous
evidence. And
that this kind
of changing of one's views is not a kind of conditionalization.
can throw light on two aspects of scientific inquiry
This observation
sense of how anomalies
that have been recently noted. First, it makes
are
in scientific theories
tolerated for periods of time; the explanation
is that what we now see as anomalous was then (reasonably)
taken to
little evidential
import, though at both times it may have been
sense of the way in which
1.0. Second,
it makes
assigned probability
were
that
available all the time, are
relatively small pieces of evidence,
an
to
here is
fatal
older theory; the explanation
suddenly considered
of the old evidence:
bears on the significance
the
that new evidence
a
new
the
in
of
of
the
old
evidence
has
changed
light
piece of
import

have

evidence.

the
is by no means
have argued that conditionalization
course for belief change. Now we will argue that under
certain conditions,
it is never a rational course of action to change belief
conditionalization.
The certain conditions we have inmind are those
by
in which
rational agents are in irrational states of belief
(where ir
a
state
not
not
in
of
described
rational' does
indicate being
belief
by
So far we
only rational

the probability
axioms). We will argue that to change one's beliefs
once and for
on evidence
is to determine
always by conditionalization
all the impact or import of evidence.
irrational
For the temporarily
this is epistemically
fatal.
believer,
set of
If a believer
starts out doxastic
life with an unreasonable
if ever, that believer may achieve
there is no telling when,
beliefs,
an agent
on new evidence. Consider
rationality
just by conditionalizing
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an outright contradiction,
and suppose
who believes
a perfect
is in possession
If this believer
logician.

that this agent is
of contradictory
Now if conditionali
then such a believer

then she will know this fact about herself.
beliefs,
zation is the truth about rational change of belief,
to rationality.
has no rational way of simply "converting"
So in the
case of this believer, we are inclined to say that conditionalization
is
never a rational way to change her belief. The exceedingly
rational
option,

and the only

"conversion"

to

rational

one

available

to her

in our view,

is just

rationality.

is that you say, gentle reader? You
think that it is just not
someone
a
to
All right. But surely
for
believe
contradiction?
possible
someone
is
that it
that
be in possession
of a
you believe
possible
an
over
call it P,
distribution,
though it does
algebra of beliefs which,
not yield a contradiction
is nonetheless
incoherent
in the
outright,
What

technical sense that it violates the probability
axioms. Now this unfortu
nate believer can never come to have coherent beliefs merely by con
How
ditionalization.
is this so? Let P' be any member
of the set of
over the set of sentences
in our poor believer's
distributions
probability
and P is
body of belief which are coherent. But since P' is coherent
not, it can never be that

(*)

pi(A)

=

P(A\/\Ed

=

P(A a AEd/P(AEd,

'
which our unhappy
f\E? names the set of all those propositions
ever
come
to
and
does
if
learn
you like)
agent
upon which she
(or can,
P
and if (*) were
for
is
conditionalizes;
just incoherent,
by hypothesis,
our
then
would
be
false
and
the
altered.
true,
hypothesis
example
can never achieve coherence.
Hence
the incoherent conditionalizer
Now we should think that if one advocated
coherence
(in the sense
that one championed
the probability
axioms in one's own doxastic
life
and enjoined
them upon others),
then one would
and ought to say
where

the incoherent believer who knows himself to be incoherent,
concerning
that in his case it is never a rational change of belief to change belief
We do not tout the probability
axioms
in the
by conditionalization.
same way, but even so we say this: the only rational course of action
to believe
for a believer who believes
irrationally and knows himself
irrationally

is to "convert"

to rationality.
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(reflection)

Bas van Fraassen
considers
the case of a certain fictitious mortal,
let
us call him 'Dupe', whose
story he tells in the first person for drama's
sake (1984). Dupe does not today profess faith in the basic theory of
nor is he certain whether he shall do so one year from today.
evolution,
seems
to him eminently
But it
that he shall come to believe
possible
as the Darwinians
to him
it also seems possible
believe; and, moreover,
come
to
that he will
in Darwin's
believe
theory while Darwin's
theory
is false.
Van Fraassen
shows us that these beliefs of our Dupe
are, in fact,
to us that, no matter
incoherent
today. He does this by demonstrating
how Dupe arrives at the beliefs which he will hold one year from today,
a Dutch bookie can offer him a set of wagers which he today considers
to which he loses no matter what happens a year from
fair, according
suggests that the bookie may
today. The strategy which van Fraassen
use is as follows. Let H be the thesis that Darwin's
theory is true and
E be the proposition
that Dupe will come to believe
for
today. Let Dupe's
degree of belief in E, P(E)
and his belief
that he will mistakenly
0.4,
H, P(~] H a E), be equal to 0.2. (Grant also that full
to personal probability
the bookie
equal to 1.) Now

one year from
be equal to
to believe
belief corresponds
offers Dupe
the
the first pays 1 if Dupe comes to believe
following set of three wagers:
H and H is really false - and asks 0.2 for it. The second pays 0.5 if
does not come to believe H, and he asks 0.3 for that. The last
Dupe
should come to believe H, and costs 0.2. None of the
pays 0.5 if Dupe
bets pays anything if not won; each is considered
fair on Dupe's
reckon
can
cost
More
and
their
total
0.7.
the three wagers
is
ing,
generally,
be characterized

H

short,
come

as follows:

(I)

The bet which pays 1 if (?\H a E)
P(^H aE);

(II)

The

(III)

The bet which pays y ifE and which costs yP(E);

bet which

pays x if ~iE

and which

and which costs
costs xP(~\E);

of ~i H

on E, and y is x minus
the subjective probability
will have for H, when and if E
the case. I and II together
bet on ?\H
becomes
form a conditional
given E, a bet costing x and bearing prize 1, a bet called off if E turns
out not to be the case. The total cost of all three bets is x + yP(E).

where

x is the conditional

probability
the customer
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are two. On one scenario Dupe does not
Now the possible outcomes
come to embrace H\ he wins the second bet and loses the other two.
On the other he does come to embrace H\ he loses the second bet,
that H is true, and so is willing at that time to sell a
reports himself
bet back to the bookie on ?\H for next to nothing,
and wins the third
bet. In either case Dupe
receives a little more than 0.5, and has netted
a loss. The bookie has devised a strategy based upon knowledge
avail
a strategy allowing
to Dupe
to offer Dupe
the bookie
himself,
bets
fair
and
that
considers
would
yet
only
Dupe presently
necessarily
to Dutch Book,
result in certain loss for him. Dupe's
vulnerability
concludes van Fraassen, makes Dupe's
initial state of opinion a demon
able

strably bad guide to life.
But if Dupe
is diachronically
then so is every experi
incoherent,
mental
scientist who admits to fallibility. To see that this is so, let e be
the sort of proposition
that a scientist typically takes to report evidence;
it
current
is
'The
is 2.47 + 0.02 amps' or 'The solution turns a
perhaps
she will confess
pale shade of pink'. Now if our scientist is reasonable,
that she is not infallible when it comes to perception
(and observation
more
so
and
be
mistaken
when
she
may
generally)
accepts e. Her
e
on
that
is
false
the
that she takes
subjective probability
supposition
it as evidence
is not zero. But then it looks as if she becomes vulnerable
to being Dutched
in the same way Dupe
is. Let E be the proposition
that our scientist takes e as evidence,
and H the thesis that e is true.
to P(E)
Let our scientist assign definite values
and P(~i H a E)
in
accord with her suspicion that she is not infallible.
Van Fraassen's way out of this difficulty is to declare both Dupe and
our scientist as genuinely
in each case our protagon
irrational because
ist's degree of belief about what would happen, on the supposition
that
he or she would have certain opinions concerning
the events in question,
differs

from

protagonists

the present opinion concerning
fall afoul of (Reflection):
(Reflection)

pt(A\pt+x(A)

=

r)

those events.

That

is, our

= r.

function at time t, x is a non-negative
pt is the agent's credence
=
and
the
that at time t 4- x the agent
number,
(pt+x(A)
r)
proposition
r on the proposition A. To satisfy (Reflec
bestows degree of credence
for proposition
A, on
tion), the agent's present subjective probability
the supposition
that the agent's degree of credence
in A at some later
time is r, must equal the number r.

Here
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ensures satisfac
Van Fraassen claims that satisfaction of (Reflection)
sense
in
that
it
tion of the probability
the
necessitates
invulner
calculus,
to
have
Dutch
Book.
We
that
Dutch
Book
already argued
ability
are deeply suspect as indicators of the truth about what we
arguments
to believe.
The fact that both (Reflection)
and Dutch
Book
ought
strictures
of credence which
result in degrees
the probability
obey
axioms does not show that Dutch Book or (Reflection)
reveal the truth
about how we ought to believe. Our doxastic heros need not be bullied
or browbeaten
into believing
in accordance with probability
axioms by
means of Dutch Book or (Reflection);
they, being perfectly deductively
that will result in
endowed,
simply will refuse to accept a set of wagers
certain

loss for them.

in such a way that one
itmight be argued, one ought to believe
- in
are
the chance that one's beliefs
"correct"
the sense
gives oneself
ar
of being perfectly
calibrated with actual frequencies.
(Reflection),
van
to
in
Fraassen,
gues
express perfect confidence
requires the agent
But,

to van
of her judgment. Perfect calibration,
according
an
is perfect agreement
between
Fraassen,
agent's judgment and actual
a forecaster,
for example,
is perfectly
calibrated
if, for
frequencies;
of rainy days among
those days in
r, the proportion
every number
rain with probability
which he announces
r, is just r.7 Now this criterion
of perfect calibration can be shown to be exactly equivalent,
claims van
same
sense
to
the
satisfaction
calculus
the
of
Fraassen,
(in
probability
can be claimed for the criterion of invulnerability
that this equivalence
seem to be irrational", van Fraassen
to Dutch Book). And "it would
"to
suggests,
organize your degrees of belief in such a way as to ruin,
a priori, the possibility
of being perfectly
calibrated".
the calibration

But what exactly is so irrational about arranging one's doxastic
life
so as to insure the failure of perfect calibration? Van Fraassen himself
admits that calibration may not by itself be a reasonable
aim. It is not
to suppose that if one managed
to arrange one's doxastic
unreasonable
affairs so as to give oneself
the chance to be perfectly
calibrated
(even
on van Fraassen's
can
so
notion of calibration),
have
it
only
happened
by accident.
believe
that (Reflection)
W.
J. Talbott
has
is unreasonable.
to it (1987). The follow
several convincing
presented
counterexamples
that I plan to attend a party
ing is one of Talbott's
examples.
Suppose
to become
inebriated. Let A name
tonight, and I plan, furthermore,
+
x
the proposition
which reports that at t
(that is, at the end of my
purely
We
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are seriously impaired.
evening), my reactions and driving performance
a
on the
to
at
A
I
believe
(that is,
t)
degree of confidence
Presently
I presently
order of certainty.
also believe with just as great a degree
of confidence
that at t + x (when I am sufficiently
tight at the end of
are
the evening)
I will not believe
for a moment
that my reactions
am
I
the
of
described
So
by
following pair
impaired.
propositions:

(i)

p,(A)=\

(ii)

Pt(Pl+M)

=

o)

= i.

I am caught in contradiction,
(Reflection),
applying
am
I
to
be
described by
flection)
required

Now

(iii)
pt(A\pt+x(A)
And so by (ii) and (iii):
(iv)

p,(A)

=

0)

for by (Re

= 0.

= 0.

a contradiction.
Van Fraassen
constitute
(i) and (iv) together
we
that
and
therefore reject (i). That is, he insists that
urges
accept (iv)
I ought not at all to believe now that my driving performance
at the
end of the evening will be impaired
to get
(despite all my resolve
is a demonstrably
bad guide to life, this is.
smashed). But if anything
The rational agent ought not, we claim, be described by (iv) but rather
by (i). And if we ought to reject (iv), then we ought to reject the faulty

Now

it derivable,
principle which makes
namely
(Reflection).
recourse at this juncture. It is open
But van Fraassen
is not without
to him at this point to argue that (Reflection)
applies only to reasonable
I am entirely too snookered
to see
beliefs. The belief at t + x, when
anything straight, ought not to be considered
by me at t to constitute
as
at t. So
I
kind
of
reasonable
evidence
reflect
any
upon myself
not
does
deliver
whatever
with
up any injunctions
(Reflection)
respect
to the proposition A in question,
is not an ordinance
(iii), in particular,
so (iv) is not derivable by (Reflection),
of (Reflection);
and it is per
me
to
reasonable
for
believe
fectly
(i).
We are not entirely persuaded
It is certainly the
by such a rejoinder.
case that I will at the end of the evening believe myself
completely
to drive; this is just one more
fact, as good as any other,
competent
about me. Why
should it not count from (Reflection)'s
point of view?
as
is
not
it
self?
evidence
about
future
my
Why
respectable
Presumably
the answer is that the belief is unreasonable
at t + x. But what exactly
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when one's wits are completely
about believing,
is so unreasonable
one
that
is in full possession
of one's faculties,
numbed
by alcohol,
To say
that belief is thrust upon one from without?
particularly when
is to say that
that a person's beliefs at a given time are unreasonable
in some sense the person in question ought not to believe as she does
at that time. But if ought implies can, then if it is the case that one is
not able due to drink to believe otherwise
than one does, then it cannot
to believe
be anything but false to say that she ought nevertheless
There
in which a drunken person's
is a sense, therefore,
otherwise.
if they are due to the effects of drink.
beliefs are not unreasonable
even
to predictable
is considered
But
if this response
drunkenness
which
shows
there is another case, again due to Talbott,
adequate,
a case where unreasonableness
to be questionable:
is surely
(Reflection)
In this case we are to suppose that today I have
not the explanation.
for dinner. Let the proposition
S report this fact. Let t be
spaghetti
today and x be a span of one year. Let '/\E/ name the set of proposi
tions I will come to learn between
today and one year hence. Suppose
eat spaghetti
for dinner one out of ten
furthermore
that I generally
times, and that I am aware of this fact about myself. Now I am quite
for dinner. And
confident
surely
today that today I have spaghetti
anything that Iwill come to believe in the next year can have no bearing
on the confidence with which I believe S today. So I am described by
set of sentences:
the following

(1)
(2)

=
0.99;
Pt(S)
=
Pt(S).
Pt(S\AEi)

to think that I shall forget one year from
it is reasonable
I have for dinner today; that the evidence which
is clearly
so
one
not
in
shall
be
etched
my memory
clearly
purview
today
to be forgetful.
it
hence. Moreover,
it is reasonable
In addition,
case that human beings cannot help but be forgetful
in this way;
as forgetful
in this sense. Suppose
are, of a piece, describable

Now
what

believe

this about myself

(3)

Pt+x(S)

(4)

Pt(Pt+x(S)

=

0.1,
=

today
in my
year
is the
they
that I

today. Then

0.1)

= 0.99.

(3) reports that I will forget that I had spaghetti one
so the only evidence
I will have to go on concerning

year hence and
what I had for
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today is the frequency with which I eat spaghetti generally,
certain of this fact.
(4) reports that today I am practically
But (Reflection) would have it otherwise.
It demands:

dinner

(5)

P,(S|Pi+JC(S)

=

0.1)

and

= 0.1.

Hence by (3) and (5),
= 0.1.
(6)
Pt(S)
that I
But (6) contradicts
(1), and surely it is much more reasonable
as
as
am
can
I
I
be described by (1) rather than by (6):
certain
be today
that this day I had spaghetti for dinner!
in conjunction
(Reflection),
with my other beliefs about myself,
entails (6). So
(3) in particular,
or else (Reflection)
is. We suggest that the
either (3) is unreasonable
For surely (3) is nothing but good self-knowl
culprit is (Reflection).
assessment
it reflects an accurate
of my ability to recall the
edge;
contents of my repasts long gone by.
has available in connec
The only recourse a defender of (Reflection)
assumes an agent
tion with this assault is to respond that (Reflection)
an
a
once
with perfect recall
is
agent for whom
piece of evidence
to her in the same
to her at t, it is forever after available
available
at this stage we begin to wonder whether
the defenders
of
can have in mind anything
like a human being as agent.
(Reflection)
I am
First they claim that I am not reasonable when, drunk, I believe
as
I do. Then they
capable of driving, though I cannot help but believe
I ever acquire be forever
require of me that every piece of evidence
to me as on the day I first acquire it, though, again, I
after available
cannot possibly meet with this demand. Why not go one more, defen
ders of (Reflection)? Why not simply demand of me that I believe all
I am
truths and only truths, and consider me unreasonable
otherwise?
as
as
am
to
to
meet
meet
able
I
others.
demand
this
the
just
it will be argued,
is inevitable. Of course. But in
"Idealization",
order to take an idealized normative
theory seriously, we need to be

way.

But

to take steps toward the idea. "Forget
less", "Don't get
now
account
and
"take
of
all
evidence
that
the
drunk",
you ever could
are not useful injunctions. This is not to say, nor
think of as relevant",
to have the reader think, that temporal conditionalization
do we mean
or irrational. There
is always misleading
is one set of circumstances
even
also idealized
under which
think conditionalization
frequentists
shown

how

is correct. Namely,

when we are dealing with

a joint distribution
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to know the value of one of them. This is
and we happen
quantities,
to
and
still
less general,
idealized. And how to connect
frequencies
or
beliefs
is a tricky question
solved
reflection
like
(not
by
anything
that).
is false (with respect to human
Why do we claim that (Reflection)
same
reasons
con
that we reject diachronic
beings)? For many of the
as
correct
the
rational procedure
for change of belief
ditionalization
it is this: that it is simply epistemically
wrong
(again in humans). And
once for all time, a priori, the impact of evidence.
to determine
For
instance, in the first of Talbott's
(the drunken case), I ought
examples
at all to the evidence
not at t to give any weight
reported by the
I will disbelieve
that I am
that at the end of the evening
proposition
to
not
give weight to such
impaired. I will have learned from experience
as
case
A reports. In the second
evidence
(the spaghetti case), it is not
me
to
that I will forget that today I eat
unreasonable
for
believe
on
that the evidence
the basis of which I believe S today will
spaghetti,
as it is today. Furthermore,
not be as clearly etched
in my memory
can
me
to forget evidence when
I cannot
how
it be unreasonable
for
help but forget? And if I cannot help but forget, then it is not unreason
to the
able that one year from today I shall give little if any weight
evidence
upon which I today believe S; that evidence
simply will not
treats the date of evidence as irrelevant.
be available to me. (Reflection)
answers
Hence
it gets the wrong
concerning what a rational agent ought
to believe.

6.

CARNAP'S

SUGGESTION

in part by a constant
of
?, roughly giving
importance
empirical and logical factors
in statistical induction. Lambda may range from 0 to go,where the latter
value implies that observed
relative frequencies
have no influence on
our probabilities,
and the former implies that only relative frequencies,

An

"inductive

method"

for Carnap

is characterized

the relative

In Carnap
relative width, have influence.
(1952) the lambda
a unique characterization
of inductive methods
functions provided
i.e., of prior probabilities,
subject to the relatively basic constraints of

and not

Carnap's

system.

"We regard an inductive method
characterized
by A
Carnap writes,
as the more successful
in k [a specific state description],
the smaller the
... for the relative fre
mean
square error of the estimates
supplied
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in [our language]."
quency of the strongest properties
expressible
[p.2]
Thus "Questions
the success of a given inductive method
concerning
in the actual world would be of a factual, nonlogical
nature."
[p. 59]
In the case of the singular prediction
that the next entity has the
molecular
predicate M, given that the relative width of M is wlk and
that of a sample of size s, sM have had the property M, the degree of
is given by:
confirmation

[sM+ (w/k)\(k)]
[s+ A(*)]
in the appendix of (1952) that a value of A well
suggests,
Carnap
to change A is exactly
to
worth considering
is A = (s)1/2. Of course,
to
shift prior probabilities,
and thus
violate
the principle of temporal
to have a Dutch Book
and thus to be in a position
conditionalization,
one.
made against
If you adopt this principle,
it is clear that a Dutch
can
as
Book
be made against you
follows:
we have observed
4 objects, of which 2 have had
If, as background,
a property P of width 2, where
the number of ?-predicates
is 8, our
probability

the same property,

that the next object will have

[4+ \(k)]

P(5),

is

6

Our probability
that the next two will have P is the probability
that the
next will have P multiplied
the
conditional
by
(now, while
probability
we still have only a sample of 4) that the sixth item will have P given
that the fifth does,

i.e., multiplied

by

= V +W^=^
p0(P(6)\P(5))
+
[5

This,
=

for \(k)

=

Vs

= 2 is 0.417

A(Jfc)J

7

x 3.5/7 = 0.208,

= 0.500.
i.e., p0(P(5)

a P(6))

0.208.

But after we have observed
that the sixth has P is

that the fifth

MP(6))Jl?mO/M
+

[5 V5]

item has P,

the probability

= 3,559
7-234
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We may now follow the recipe provided by Paul Teller
above to explicitly Dutch Professor Carnap:

and spelled

Sell a bet on P(5) a P(6) that returns a dollar
price of 0.208.
Sell a bet on i P(5) for the fair price of 0.583.

1.
2.

out

for the fair

If P(5) occurs, buy back the bet on P(5) a P(6) (which is

3.

now

a bet on P(6))
paid for it.

simply

Carnap

for 0.492

- an amount

less than

a giant nodding? Has Rudolf Carnap, of all people,
in rationality?
been found wanting
is
Surely not. The simple solution
that a set of bets must be made on the basis of a fixed value of A.
is not committing
himself, and need not commit himself, now,
Carnap
to posting odds in the future that are conditionalizations
of odds that
to post now. He leaves open to himself
he is willing
the possibility
of
changing A, and even changing A in a predictable way. That he will not
- this is a deductive
be Dutch
booked
matter,
goes without
saying
Have

we

found

of both his degrees of belief and how he changes
them.
independent
That he allows his inductive logic itself to be influenced by the course
in
of his experience
that he sometimes
requires
changes his beliefs
This need not reflect inductive
ways other than by conditionalization.
but only sensible flexibility.8
inconsistency,
7.

CONCLUSION

Teller's P and van Fraassen's
both constrain an agent to
(Reflection)
to
fail
the weight
of evidence.
So if P and
be teachable
concerning
are
are
not
right, they
right about human agents. If they
(Reflection)
are right, they are not relevant to the truth about human epistemology.
are changeable
Humans
by necessity;
they
they are teachable because
are changeable. Hence one proper subject of human epistemology
inso
far as it deals with change of belief is precisely what is the right way
to be teachable with respect to the import of evidence
for humans
and (Reflection).
just what is ruled out by temporal conditionalization
and Reflection
Have we, by lifting the strictures of conditionalization
to
them
the mercy
of
from our human believers,
thereby consigned
we
not.
As
have
from
the
bookies?
Dutch
argued
Clearly
dynamic
that an agent ought not to accept a set of wagers according
beginning,
to which she loses come what may,
if she would prefer not to lose, is
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of belief. Even a
logic and not of propriety
for
functions
probability
procedure
changing

NOTES
1

to dollars,
and so on, when we should more
refer to money,
in order to take account
of the (eventually)
of utility
decreasing
and allied phenomena.
marginal
utility of money
2
is a handy use for robots and artificial
Here
when we can make
rational
intelligence;
a meter
the degree of belief of the rational
that indicates
robots, we can no doubt provide
and the robot will output
robot in any given proposition.
So we can input the proposition
Here

we

and elsewhere

properly

refer

to units

its rational degree
3
Teller
attributes
4
It can be shown

of belief.

to David
in turn credits Hilary
the argument
Putnam.
Lewis, who
is merely
be equal to
that a more
that P0(A\E)
general
requirement
terms the expected
value of Pi(A).
It is not clear how to understand
this in Bayesian
one has the beliefs one has at t\, not a distribution
but in any event
it does not seem
to alter the fundamental
issues.
'
to show that Cond(E)
is
We will not quibble with the assumptions
required by Teller
are by no means
to C(?),
but point out that these assumptions
equivalent
intuitively
obvious.
6
In Teller's
X is directly given by a belief
is proposition
idiom, a belief whose
object
a belief whose
whose
is Y just in case X = Y or X = ~\Y,
is a proposition
object
object
X is included
Y if X is a conjunct
in the belief whose
is proposition
of Y or X is
object
is proposition
X indirectly rests on
the negation
of a conjunct
of Y; a belief whose
object
a belief whose
Y just in case the agent has arrived at his belief
is proposition
that
object
are all directly
X
whose
is true by a chain of reasoning
initial premises
given by or
in his belief
that Y is true.
included
7
One
Seidenfeld
notion of calibration.
(1985) has shown that this cannot be an adequate
rain with probability
could predict
of rainy
p every day, where p is just the proportion
days so far that year.
8
was made by Carnap
It should be pointed
out that the proposal
in question
in (1952).
In the more
recent
and
not
studies
it
is
reiterated.
has moved
(1980),
(1971)
Carnap
more

toward

the personalist

camp.

But

it is not

repudiated,

either.
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